It is shown that the Mayer-Montroll (MM) and Kirkwood-Salsburg (KS) hierarchies of equilibrium statistical mechanics for a binary mixture under certain limits become equations for the n -point matrix probability functions S. associated with two-phase random media. The MM representation proves to be identical to the S. expression derived by us in a previous paper, whereas the KS representation is different and new. These results are shown to illuminate our understanding of the S. from both a physical and quantitative point of view. In particular rigorous upper and lower bounds on the S. are obtained for a two-phase medium formed so as to be in a state of thermal equilibrium. For such a medium consisting of impenetrable-sphere inclusions in a matrix, a new exact expression is also given for S. in terms of a two-body probability distribution function p, as well as new expressions for S J in terms of p 2 and p J' a three-body distribution function. Physical insight into the nature of these results is given by elltending some geometrical arguments originally put forth by Boltzmann.
I. INTRODUCTION
The resurgence of interest in the determination of bulk properties of two-phase random media 1 ,2 has led to the need to further develop the precise characterization of the microstructure of such media. This series of papers addresses this need. In the first of the series 3 we showed for the first time the general relationship between so-called n-point matrix probability functions 5 n and the n-body distribution functions P n • (The 5 n give the probability of simultaneously finding n points in the matril( phase_) It is the purpose of this paper to further elucidate the nature of the 5 n by showing how the MayerMantroU (MM)4 and Kirkwood-Salsburg (KS) hierarchies 5 of equilibrium statistical mechanics for a binary mixture under certain limits, specified below, become equations for the 5 n • The MM representation proves to be identical to the Sn expression previously derived by us, 3 whereas the KS representation is different and new. The MM and KS representations of the 5 n are shown to illuminate our understanding of the Sn from both a physical and quantitative point of view. In particular we show that the nature of the expressions for the 5 n allows us to rigorously bound them as well as to get closed-form relations among the 5 n and P n Cor impenetrable-sphere inclusions in a homogeneous matrix. We illustrate our results with a new expression for 52 in terms of P2 and new expressions for 53 involving P2 and P3, as well as some rigorous bounds on the 52 and 53 that can be exactly evaluated.
II. THE MM AND KS HIERARCHIES FOR MIXTURES
We have shown in Ref. 3 that the probability of simultaneously finding n points with position vectors rj, r 2 , ••• , rn in the matrix phase of a statistically homogeneous two-phase medium composed of spheres of radius R and number density P embedded in the matrix is given by Here ;;(sJ is the s-body distribution function defined below. We proceed now to state certain known results and definitions which we shall use to demonstrate that the MM equations reduce to Eq. (1) for certain binary mixtures, while the KS equations reduce to an equivalent but different set of equations.
Consider a macroscopic system of particles which constitute a mixture with w species at the respective fugacities Zo (a= 1,2, ... , w) in the absence of external fields_ It is assumed that the particles interact with pairwise potentials ¢OiOj(rij) between every two particl.es of species (Ji and a j which are at position r i and r j' respectively. Working in the canonical ensemble" Mayer and MontroU 4 and Mayer 5 were able to obtain general sets of equations for n-body distribution functions pin' for the multi component system_ Baer and Lebowitz; subsequently extended that work somewhat, using the grand ensemble. h The quantity gives the probability of simultaneously finding the center of exactly one (unspecified) particle of species a in the volume dr!, the center of exactly one other (unspecified) particle of species (J in the volume dr 2 , _ • •• and the cen-ter of exactly one other (unspecified) particle of species (] in the volume dr n • For brevity we shall at times denote rt> r2, ... , rn by r". Setting k = 0 in Eq. (3 .10) of Ref. 7 gives, in our notation, (n) ( n)
Pal.a2, ... ,Cfn r
which is the MM hierarchy4 of equations. Setting 5 = 1 in Eq. (3.10) gives instead the KS hierarchy, 5
Here
This is the Mayer-f function. We have also introduced
It is convenient to define the n-body distribution functions g~~~a2" ••• an which are related to the P~~~2
gal.a2 ..... a n r -lIn p(1J (r) .
1·1 al I
For a statistically homogeneous system p~1)(r} is independent of position and is simply equal to the number density of species (] or P a • We shall use the definitions
which are consistent with our equations.
III. RELATION BETWEEN THE MM EQUATIONS AND THE Sn
Consider a statistically homogeneous and isotropic binary mixture of species U and species V. Setting n = 1 in Eq. (3) and using Eqs. (5) and (6) gives
J=2
Letting (]1 = U, the series in Eq. (7) up to the term 5 = 2 is equal to
So far in this section the solute and solvent particles could be defined by an arbitrary interparticle potential. Let us now consider the special case of a mixture of hard-sphere particles characterized by the radii Ru and Ry. As the size of U particles goes to zero (R u -0) and the density of U particles goes to zero (infinite dilution limit; Pu-0), Eq. (8) becomes
since terms on the right-hand side involving Pu are identically zero and since f uJr) = 0 as a result of <i>uJr12) being zero for all r12' The second line of Eq. (9) is the diagrammatic equivalent of the first line. Here ----is anfuv bond and is a g~2.J bond. Associated with each black circle is a factor in the number density of the solvent species Pv and associated with each point particle is a factor of unity. Comparison of the general term of Eq. (9) with that of Eq. (1) with n = 1 reveals that the former is precisely the expression for the 1-point matrix function, SI' sincefuv(r} = -m(r). (10) where rp is the volume fraction of the matrix phase.
Thus
The result given by Eq. (10) is interesting from the standpoint that it relates a purely thermodynamic quantity on the left-hand side to a geometric quantity on the right-hand side. This equality is consistent with the interpretation of the fugacity as an "effective density" for a hard-sphere system.
Let us now consider Eq. (5) when n = 2, which gives for a homogeneous and isotropic system 
Expanding Eq. (12) and taking the limits Pu-0 and R u -0 gives
.. Going on to arbitrary order in p, we find that Eq. (13) is precisely the expression for the 2-point matrix function given by Eq. (1); i. e.,
More generally, for any n, one finds (15) i. e., there is a one-to-one mapping between the n-point matrix-function equations and the MM binary-mixture equations in the limit of infinite dilution of the pointparticle species (the solute species). if it is kept in mind that the labelings 1,2, .. " n are associated with the point particles of infinite dilution while n + 1, n + 2, ... are associated with the "fullblown" solvent particles of radius R. Apart from the constant factor rpn the binary-mixture n-body correlation function for point particles of infinite dilution is the npoint matrix probability function Sn. It is instructive to recast Eq. (16a) as
We note that as the mutual distances between the n pOints increase, the Sn (assuming no long range order) may be written in terms of a product of n 1-point matrix functions; that is
Under these conditions Eq. (17) becomes
for all n, which is the correct normalization for in) . 3265 (20) which is the result already obtained from the MM representation, Eq. (9). The case n=l, however, is the only instance for which these two hierarchies reduce to precisely the same functional form.
Letting n = 2 in Eq. (6) gives for a homogeneous sys-
This equation is exactly equivalent to the corresponding MM binary mixture equation for n= 1, Eq. (7). Let us again consider the special case of a mixture of hardsphere particles characterized by the radii Ru and Ry.
It is clear that if we set O't equal to U and take the limits Pu-0 and R u -0, in Eq. (19), we have
Setting 0'1 = U and 0'2 = U, the series given by Eq. (21) up through terms for s = 2 is equal to
03 04 2
Equation (22) in the limits P u-0 and R u-0 becomes
1 2 1 2 where is now a gW bond and ~ is a trNy bond. Note the difference between Eq. (23) and the MM counterpart Eq. (13). The graphs are topologically different in these two instances. All of the correlation functions on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) involve only "full blown" solvent particles while those of Eq. (23) involve, in addition to the solvent particles, a point particle. For example, the two-body distribution function appearing in the MM version is a "solvent-solvent" gJ2~(r) while the two-body function appearing in the KS counterpart is a "solutesolvent" gW(r). Multiplying Eq. (24) by gives P~~ [:t~ig~;:
Ru· O
On comparing the left-hand side of Eq. (24) to Eq. (14) we find that ; Jy(r23' r24}fUV(rt3}f uv(r14) 
In general, for any n we have
We then have, on comparing Eq. (26) to the left-hand side of Eq. (15), Note that the correlation function in-i+s) on the righthand side of Eq. (27) contains n -1 subscripted U's and s subscripted V's. Since the point particles are associated with the labels 1,2, ... ,n and the solvent particles of radius R are associated with the labels n + 1, n + 2, ... , we may suppress the U's and V's without loss of information and write
jon+t which is the KS representation of the Sn. Although in the context of the statistical mechanics of mixtures, both the KS and MM representations have been considered, the KS representation of the matrix functions Sn has not heretofore been given.
V. DISCUSSION OF EOS. (15) AND (16)
We have shown in Secs. III and IV the mathematical correspondence between the n-point matrix functions Sn and the n-point solute functions in the case of pointparticle solute molecules in the limit of infinite solute dilution. The question remains: In physical terms why is there this remarkable correspondence? The solute functions are (except for normalization) probability densities that give the probability that solute particle 1 will be centered at rh solute particle 2 at r2, ... , and solute particle n at r n , in the presence of solvent particles as well as the other solute particles. When we take the limit of infinite solute dilution there are no "other" solute particles; only the n solute particles directly described by the g<n) are retained in the equations. When the n solute particles are point particles of zero radius, it is clear that for hard-sphere solvent particles that are impenetrable to the solute particles (whether or not they are penetrable to each other) the solute particles will only be found in the matrix. Thus the probability that point solute particle 1 will be centered at rio point solute particle 2 at r2' etc., is strictly proportional to the probability that point 1 is in the matrix at rio point 2 is in the matrix at r2' etc. Thus, g<n) is proportional to Sn. Since in) is normalized to go to 1 for rj all widely separated and Sn defined so that it goes to a product of n St's, we have finally gn(rt, ..• , rn) =Sn(rio ... , rn)/St(rt), St(r 2 ), ... , St(r n ) . (29) The left-hand sides of the MM equations [Eq. (15)] (27) are the full Sn(rh ... , rn). It is equally easy to characterize the left-hand sides of the KS equations Eq. (27); they are the conditional probabilities Sn(rt/r2, r 3 , ... , r n) of finding point 1 in the matrix at rh given that point 2 is in the matrix at r2, point 3 is in the matrix at r 3 , etc. We have S2(rt, r2) =S2(r t / r 2) St(r2) S3(rt> r 2 , r 3 ) =s3(r t / r 2, r 3 ) St(r2) St(r 3 ) etc.
We note that if the solvent particles are wholly or partially penetrable to each other, none of the previous considerations of this paper are changed, as long as they remain impenetrable to the point particles that represent the solute.
Clearly, if the solute particles do not become point particles, but remain hard-sphere particles of finite diameter (J then the KS and MM representations of the in) still have a well-defined meaning as solute probability distribution functions and Pulzu as a solute density Ifugacity ratio. We note that the Sn(Pr/z u)ni n ) len also continue to have meaning as matrix functions; they give the probability that spheres of diameter (J centered at rt> r2, ... , r n , respectively, will all be found to be wholly in the matrix.
From the KS equations it easily follows that for a single-species hard-sphere system (30) as ril -0 for i = 2, ... ,n. [Hoover and Poirier 9 proved Eq. (30) for n=2 by different means.] We note that the analogous statement for Sn is Sn(rt> rio rio rt)=St(rt) , which is wholly obvious-essentially by definition-in the language of the matrix functions.
We wish to point out that there is nothing that limits the medium under consideration to a fluid of hard spheres. In the g<n) language both the solute and solvent can have arbitrary interparticle potentials as is clear from the development of Secs. I and II. Matrix functions, on the other hand, only make sense (as they are usually defined, at least) for media consisting of particles that are wholly impenetrable to the points rj that give the arguments of the Sn (although not necessarily to each other), so that there is no ambiguity in what constitutes matrix and particle phases. But even within the context of this restriction, the media particles need not be taken to be hard spheres with respect to the argu-ments of the Sn; they can be hard particles of any sort. For example, they can be parallel cubes impenetrable to each other. For such particles the coefficients of the density expansions of the gIn) and Sn can be analytically determined to any order 10 if the gIn) are assumed to be those of the grand canonical ensemble.
An interesting conceptual pOint is brought out by the following observation. Equation (1) was derived in our previous work 3 under the very general assumption that the gIn) are those of a distribution of included spheres that is statistically homogeneous and isotropic but otherwise arbitrary. In particular, they need not be the in) associated with a system in thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, our rederivation here starting with the MM or KS equations and using Eqs. (15) or (16a) (28) only in the case of thermal equilibrium. We hope to return to this faSCinating question in subsequent work.
In the case of a system of hard spheres all of equal diameter, Boltzmann l1 considered the first two members of the KS hierarchy (in the context of a canonical ensemble) long before the work of Mayer or Kirkwood and Salsburg. He recognized that Vp/z is the average space available to the center of a sphere inserted into a system of N spheres (except for boundary effects that become negligible in the thermodynamic limit, N _ co, V -co, N/V finite) and gave a means of constructing this average; it is the hard-sphere KS equation for n = 1 for a homogeneous, isotropic system. He also demonstrated a similar geometric significance for the hardsphere KS equation for n = 2 and r12 = a. We use Boltzmann's language in Sec. IX.
VI. BOUNDING PROPERTY OF SUCCESSIVE PARTIAL SUMS OF THE MM AND KS SERIES
In this section we note an important bounding property enjoyed by the partial sums of both the MM and KS series for the Sn. In Sec. vn we further note that in the case of impenetrable-sphere inclusions in thermal equilibrium both series consist of only a finite number of terms, thus yielding closed-form expressions for the Sn in terms of the gU). In Sec. VIn we show explicitly how these results of Secs. VI and vn yield a new expreSSion for S2 as a function of i 2 ) and new expressions for S 3 as a function of g(2) and g(3), as well as various rigorous bounds on the S2 and S3 that can be exactly evaluated.
We begin with the MM and KS equations for a statistically homogeneous and isotropic mixture with w species at the respective fugacities za (a = 1,2, ... , w) written in a form that explicitly exhibits remainder terms
za107=1e~1al (rl1rl) n n where n'lS X II fa1al/r1' rj)dr j .
J=n+l (34)
Here R~M{J) and RnKS(J) The first observation to make about these hierarchies is that they are alternating series for a positive interaction potential, i. e., CPa a (rl j) > O. This is true by virtue (32), respectively. Since the left-hand sides of Eqs. (36) and (37) become equations for the MM and KS representations of the npoint matrix probability functions Sn (apart from trivial constants) we also have successive upper and lower bounds on the Sn. To our knowledge such rigorous bounds on the Sn have never been demonstrated before.
In the case of a binary mixture in which one of the two species, the solute species, U consists of point particles of infinite dilution of the point-particle species while the other speCies, the solvent V, consists of particles of radius R, we have, from the inequalities of Eqs. (36) and (37) (46) which is the KS result. Since the point particles are associated with the labels 1,2, ... ,n and the solvent particles of radius R are associated with the labels n + 1, n + 2, ... , we suppress the U's and the V's. Here we have made use of the relationship between the "solute-solvent" Mayer-/ function and the indicator function m, namely,
-r <R /uv(r)=-m(r)= o r>R
We now make the observation that the product 1>n-1 g"..1 of Eq. (46) is equal to Sn-1, according to Eq. (16a). Thus (47) That is, the first term of the KS representation of the n-point function is precisely the (n -l)-point function. This important result will prove to be quite useful in obtaining specific bounds on Sn'
VII. TRUNCATION OF THE MM AND KS SERIES FOR MUTUALLY IMPENETRABLE SPHERES
We first consider a pure system of hard spheres with radius R and then discuss a binary system of hard spheres where one species is made up of infinitely dilute point particles while the other is composed of solvent particles of radius R.
To begin with, let us consider the MM and KS equations when n = 1 for a pure and isotropic system of hard spheres. From Eqs. (31) and (32) we see that these representations are identical (where, since we are dealing with a pure solvent, all quantities are pure-solvent quantities):
.~~ (where now / = -1 for r < R and / = 0 otherwise). Since is)(r) = 0 for rlJ < 2R if i and j represent solvent species, and /(rl J) = 0, and rl j > R, any term containing the subgraph (where represents either a g<2) bond or an edge of a g<S) polyhedron, s> 2)
will be identically zero. It is clear that all terms beyond the second contain such graphs. Note that this is consistent with our geometrical interpretation of the Sn given elsewhere. 3 In this case, S1 is seen to be the probability that no sphere centers are inside a region o (j), the volume of a sphere. The region 0 (1) is large enough to accommodate one sphere center but not large enough to accommodate two or more centers of impenetrable spheres; any integral mcluding correlations between two or more particles must be zero. We have
which states the simple result that the volume fraction of matrix cp is the volume not occupied by spheres divided by the total volume of the system V.
Consider the MM and KS equations when n == 2 for a pure and isotropic system of hard spheres. By letting the particles labeled 1,2, ... , n be solute species and those labeled n + 1, n + 2, .
•. be solvent species and allowing the particles of the solute species to become infinitely dilute and infinitesimally small, we have from Eqs. (31) and (32) 
Equation (51) is the MM representation of S2 and Eq. (52) is the corresponding KS representation. Here --_ represents g(2) and ~represents g<3).
Black and white circles are associated with solvent and solute, respectively. As in the previous case (when n == 1), any term containing the graph V is identically zero for impenetrable spheres and therefore gives
which are the exact expressions for the S2 in the MM and KS representations, respectively.
In general, for an isotropic system of hard spheres and infinitely dilute point particles, the MM representation of Sn requires knowledge of the spatial correlations between n solvent particles and all lower order correlations and is, therefore, a finite series containing n + 1 terms. The KS representation of Sn' on the other hand requires knowledge of the spatial correlation between one solvent particle and point particles, and proves to be a finite series containing only two terms. [It is to be noted that for spheres which are penetrable by one another, all terms in Eqs. (31) and (32) will, in general, be nonzero.]
VIII. EXACT EXPRESSIONS FOR S2 AND S3 AND SOME SPECIFIC RIGOROUS BOUNDS THAT FOLLOW
As a result of Eqs. (38) and (42) there exists a variety of upper and lower bounds on Sn:
where the S:;S) are given by Eqs. (41) and (45), the MM and KS representations of Sn, respectively. We shall examine the above inequalities for lower order n-point matrix functions in both the MM and KS forms for a particle phase consisting of hard spheres. In what follows, it will be convenient to replace t(r) with the function -m(r).
Letting n == 1, we have in either representation that (56) (57)
The inequality in Eq. (56) states that S10 the volume fraction of the matrix phase cp must be less than or equal to one; a result applicable to penetrable spheres as well. The result of Eq. (57) is an exact result for hard spheres only. As aforementioned, for n> 1 the MM and KS representations of Sn are different. To aVOid ambiguity, therefore, in the follOwing discussion, we shall denote the MM and KS representations of Sn as S~ and S~ , respectively. We shall also use the subscripts U and V on the gCs) to distinguish pure-solvent distributions from mixed solute-solvent distributions.
Letting n == 2 in the inequalities of Eqs. (38) and (42) gives, in the MM and KS representations, respectively, for impenetrable spheres,
where
and
Here V 2 (r) is the union volume of two spheres of radius R whose centers are separated by distance r. 3 Note that the KS inequality of Eq. (61) is a better upper bound on S2 than the corresponding MM inequality of Eq. (58).
(We have shown elsewhere that the maximum value of S2 is simply the matrix volume fraction.
3) The inequalities of Eqs. (58), (59), and (61) are applicable to penetrable spheres, while the equalities of Eqs. (60) and (62) are exact expressions for the two-point function for hard spheres as discussed in the previous section. (More generally, it will be true throughout the rest of this section that all inequalities for the Sn hold for both penetrable and impenetrable spheres whereas the equalities hold only for impenetrable spheres.)
We obtain better bounds on S2 than provided by the inequalities of Eqs. (59) and (61) by bounding the g<2"s appearing in Eqs. (60) and (62). Recall that the g(2) appearing in Eqs. (60) and (62) are the solvent-solvent and solute-solvent two-body functions, respectively.
The solvent-solvent g<2) may be bounded using the inequality of Eq. (37) for a pure and isotropic hard-sphere system:
We also have from Eq. (37) The quantity V 1 is simply the volume of a sphere of radius 2R. Combining Eqs. (63) and (66) 
where it is to be recalled that in the impenetrablesphere case \0, r34 <2R e2(r34) == I '
,1, r34> 2R since particles labeled 3,4, .. , are solvent particles.
In a similar manner we may obtain a lower bound on S~M by substituting Eq. (64) into Eq. (60).
A rigorous bound on the solute-solvent g~ may be obtained from the inequality of Eq. (37) by allowing the particle labeled 1 to be a point particle. We find
Inserting the right-hand side of Eq. (69) This lower bound on S2(r) goes to S1 == cP for small r just as the exact S2 does.
Setting n = 3 in the inequalities of Eqs. (38) and (42) gives, in the MM and KS representations, respectively, for impenetrable spheres,
The m (n) 
where min denotes the minimum value of a quantity. In addition, Eqs. (75) and (77) 
and (81) But from Eq. (69) for the "solute-solvent" g~ we have
which from Eq. (81) gives (83) We now make the observation that Eq. (80), the MM bound, is weaker than the KS bound given by Eq. (83) by a factor of z / p (which is in general ~ 1 and for large p is very large). where max denotes the maximum value of a quantity .
It is seen that the nature of the Sn series allows us to rigorously bound them whether they are written in the language of MM or KS. However, the KS representation is seen to represent a means of approximating and bounding 5 n that is more powerful than that provided by the MM representation. It must be noted however that even the KS bounds given here are sharp only for small arguments of the 52 and 53' For r lJ -00 the bounds do not approach the exact large TIJ values of the 52 and 5 s except in the low sphere-density limit, cp-1. In the evaluation of transport coefficients of two-phase media one typically12 integrates integrands involving 5 n and multipolar terms over all values of the r l J' and it is not clear that the KS bounds given here will be of any use in this connection.
Equation (60) is already known. 12 Equations (62) and (77) are new,' The first two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (75) have been used 12 to evaluate 53 through O(P), but we have not encountered the full expression in the literature. In contrast to our bounds, Eqs. (60), (62), (75), and (77) will be of much use in general (and in particular for computing transport coefficients) since a variety of computer-simulation estimates and approximations for spheres in thermal equilibrium are now available for the g~2J and g~3Jy appearing in Eqs. (60) and (75). The g~lw of Eq. (77) has not been exhaustively studied, but its evaluation can be accomplished through the same techniques used successfully for g~sJy.
IX. DISCUSSION
Some physical insight into the nature of our results can be had by following an analysis first developed by one of us (G. S. )13 USing the language of Boltzmann 11 to describe the KS hierarchy. We first consider the case where all particles concerned are impenetrable spheres of radius R and then extend the argument to the case when some of the particles are point particles.
Consider a pure system of N hard spheres of radius R. Boltzmann begins by considering the "space available for the center of a specified molecule." Let us call this space A and suppose that the specified molecule is the (N + l)st molecule that we contemplate putting into a vessel in which N molecules are already present. Let m be the step function for T<2R (86) for r>2R
The volume of the interaction sphere (or covering sphere) that is unavailable to the center of a speCified particle because of the impenetrability of any other particle is (87) which is eight times the volume of a sphere. Neglecting wall effects, A will be V minus at most the volume taken up by the covering spheres of the other N molecules, which is (88) However, there is expected overlapping of the covering spheres that must be considered. That is, we must sub-tract the expected overlap volume between all indistinguishable pairs of covering spheres:
2 m r12 m r13 P N r2, r 3 )dr2 dr 3 ,
where p~2) (r2, r 3 ) is the probability of finding particle 2 in volume dr 2 about r2 and particle 3 in volume dr 3 about r 3 • But now.we have overestimated this overlapping since we have over counted the overlap whenever three or more covering spheres happen to simultaneously overlap. This line of reasoning can be continued until we obtain an expression for A/V, denoted by W:
where WIn) = P~ J{trdri m(r1i)}g~)(r2"'" r no l) ,
and where we have taken the thermodynamic limit. Equation (90) (36) and (37) and thus may be expressed as successive lower and upper bounds. The arguments given here for the pure-system case may be easily extended to the multi component case.
We may apply the above geometrical arguments to the case where some of the particles are infinitesimally small. We may regard the I-point function, 51 = lim [ELL] 'u· 0 z U RU· 0 as the space available for a point in a system of spheres of radius R divided by the total volume of the system V. It is clear that this is simply the matrix volume fraction. The space available, again denoted by A, will be V minus at most the volume taken up by the interaction spheres of the N molecules, which in this case is Nfm(r)dr=No~1TR3, (92) where m equals 1 for r<R and equals zero otherwise.
However, there is expected overlapping of the covering spheres that must be considered when the spheres are not totally impenetrable. We must subtract the expected overlap volume between all indistinguishable pairs of covering spheres: N(N-l)jJ ( ) ( ) (2) It is again geometrically clear that we have a succession of upper and lower bounds on 51' We may apply similar reasoning to higher order n -point matrix functions to give similar physical inSight to the bounds given by Eqs.
(36) and (37).
